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Analysis of Paul's Case by Willa Cather Willa Catherâ€™s â€œPaulâ€™s Caseâ€• is a story about a young 16 year-old
man, Paul, who is motherless and alienated. Paulâ€™s lack of maternal care has led to his alienation. Paul surrounds
himself with the aesthetics of music and the rich and wealthy.

He was quick to spend the money on an expensive hotel room, fancy clothes, five-star meals and other
unnecessary wants. In this paper I will illustrate to you the life and work of Paul Duncum First, Paul's English
teacher could have prevented Paul's suicide. The word is out to all my potential suppliers to come up with the
gears necessary for its repair. The cash that Paul stole amounted to a thousand dollars. In , she won the Pulitzer
Prize for her novel One of Ours. From violets to carnations, the flowers Paul talks about are ones of many
meanings. In Paul's case Cather uses the point of view to show pauls emotion towards other character and his
daily routine this helps better understand what the character is going through and the choices he makes. The
more I grow adding value in my life as a servant leader, the more I add value to those I serve. If Paul had lived
at the present time, he would probably have been diagnosed with depression or bipolar disorder. Through His
actions and character, Jesus Christ influenced history. Update this section! Cite Post McManus, Dermot. Any
subject. Existentialism is a philosophy that states the existence of the individual person determines their own
development through the acts of free will. He has chosen a path in life which will inevitably result in him
being caught for his actions yet this does not deter Paul in any way. So is the case of the postimpressionist
painter Paul Gauguin. When he is not physically at Carnegie Hall, his thoughts remain there causing his
school work to suffer. Related Posts:. The grey outfits of his teachers, his small room, his father who
continued to praise a neighbor who married a woman for her money, Sabbath school and even a street his
house stood on seemed to suppress him. I'm very grateful. If anything it is all or nothing for Paul. Willa
Cather's "Paul's Case" is a good example of a work adapted to video. In the city Paul finds the glamorized life
he was hoping for. At first I noticed that both Goodman Brown and Paul are starved for attention, but in
different ways His outlook changes dramatically when he is at the theatre and it is as if he is able to live in a
world that is free from restriction while he is at the theatre.


